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Ezekiel 41:1··  And he proceeded to bring me into the temple,1 and he 
went measuring the side pillars, six cubits being the width over 
here and six cubits the width ver there, the width of the side 
pillar.2 

 Footnote:   The temple Hebrew, ha·heh·khal';  Greek, na·on';  Latin, tem'plum  See 
(Matthew 23:16) Footnote 

 Footnote:   Side pillar by a correction, M, tent 

[4] - References: 

· And he gradually brought me forth to the outer courtyard by the 
way toward the north.  And he proceeded to bring me to the 
dining-room block that was in front of the separated area and 
that was in front of the building to the north. (Ezekiel 42:1) 

· And gradually he brought me back to the entrance of the House, 
and, look!  There was water going forth from under the threshold 
of the House eastward, for the front of the House was east.  And 
the water was going down from under, from the right-hand side 
of the House, south of the altar. (Ezekiel 47:1) 

 But YOU are, a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a 
people for special possession, that YOU should declare abroad the 
excellencies, of the one that called YOU out of darkness into his 
wonderful light. (1 Peter 2:9) 

· YOU yourselves also as living stones are being built up a spiritual 
house for the purpose of a holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual 
sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ. (1 Peter 2:5) 

· And he gradually brought me forth to the outer courtyard by the 
way toward the north.  And he proceeded to bring me to the 
dining-room block that was in front of the separated area and 
that was in front of the building to the north. (Ezekiel 42:1) 

· And gradually he brought me back to the entrance of the House, 
and, look!  There was water going forth from under the threshold 
of the House eastward, for the front of the House was east.  And 
the water was going down from under, from the right-hand side 
of the House, south of the altar. (Ezekiel 47:1) 

 


